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Nature doesn’t always play nice.

A

few deaths here, an extinction
there—they are all natural. Kick
in some tsunamis, Mad Cows,
volcanic eruptions, Ebola viruses, earthquakes—and it’s all still natural—disastrous, maybe, but natural all the same.
Even the fury of mass extinctions falls
within the natural realm. Five times, now,
nature has plowed through life on Earth,
killing most of it outright and leaving the
rest reeling for millions of years. Her
biggest tantrums mark the end of various
geological periods:
The Ordovician (439 millions years
ago), check, 85 percent of marine
species extinct;
The Devonian (364 m.y.a.), check, 83
percent of marine species extinct;
The Permian (390 m.y.a.), big check,
95 percent of marine species and 70
percent of terrestrial species extinct;
The Triassic (199 m.y.a.) check, 80
percent of marine species extinct;
The Cretaceous (65 m.y.a.), check, 76
percent of marine species extinct—
along with the dinosaurs.
Add these massive losses to the steady
trickle of extinctions that overtake species
as their habitats slowly change and the
ratio of the lost to the living stands at 99
to 1.
Robbed of the context of geological
time, that comparison seems staggering.

But, scribble down enough zeros to represent 440,000,000 years and the statistic
gains perspective—no more shocking than
learning that 99 percent of one’s ancestors
are dead. Species, like individuals, are
finite. Life on Earth has persisted long
enough for the vast majority of both to
have passed on.
While extinction and death are
inevitable, we are not obligated to welcome either. As even a natural death can
wreak havoc on a family, the sudden and
premature extinction of a species—or,
even worse, many species—rips through
the biological communities where these
species live and work. Millions of years
will pass before the services these species
provided are fully restored.
When scientists warn that collapsing
amphibian populations may signal the
start of a sixth great extinction, we would
be wise to listen. We need to realize that
human-induced changes that harm amphibians do more than rob us of their company and services. Degrading air, water
and land will eventually harm us, too.
This issue of Alive explains some of the
ways that the N.C. Zoo will be working to
right some of the wrongs that threaten so
many of our fellow species. We hope
these stories inspire you to become part of
this effort, too. We know that by working
together we can preserve nature at her
best and give our children the values they
need to grow up healthy and wise in her
JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., EDITOR
company.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas Day.
Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Standard admission
prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for children. Winter hours begin
November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram
and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources.
The North Carolina Zoological Society is the non-profit organization that supports the
North Carolina Zoological Park. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at
nczoo.com.

Printed on recycled paper
Your ALIVE magazine can
be recycled in any recycling
program that takes magazines. To locate the closest
magazine recycling area in
your city, call “Solid Waste
Management” or “Recycling”
under the City or County listings of your phone book.
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Yearof theFrog

A

Where is Sherlock Holmes When You Need Him?

deadly mystery has grabbed the attention of
scientists from around the world.
Everywhere they turn, habitats appear
with missing pieces. Not just single pieces, but
whole clusters of some of nature’s oldest and
most reliable members have vanished without a trace. Some have disappeared from
places where they—and their ancestors—
have lived since before the reign of the
dinosaurs. These ancient beasts—frogs,
toads and salamanders—are dying all
around the world.

Say, What?

Today, at least one-third of the world’s 6,000 amphibian species are in free fall, their populations toppling one by one. Some of these species are
probably already extinct; others are marching toward extinction an acre at a time.
Endless questions cascade from their
losses. What is causing these declines
and extinctions? Can spring survive if
frogs no longer chorus? How will people and the rest of nature adjust to the
Red-Eyed Treefrog (Agalychnis calidryas)

What’s the Problem?
Scientists first noticed these disappearances
in the 1980s, when groups of well-studied
and familiar frogs and toads—as well as rare
and newly discovered species—hopped safely
through one year, only to vanish the next. At first, these
disappearances were spotty and mysterious. They grabbed
the rare as often as the ordinary and took the biologically
strange as frequently as the medically promising.

losses? Will these declines mushroom into
a sixth mass extinction, one that rivals the
catastrophe that took down the dinosaurs?
Over the years, escalating extinction rates have
pushed scientists from a state of mild concern to one of fullblown alarm. Their early impressions of spotty, isolated
extinctions are now eclipsed by growing reports of amphib-

The brilliant and abundant Golden Toad: Once, they glistened in abundance from branches throughout
Costa Rica’s pristine High Cloud Forests. In only a few years, all but a few were gone.

The rare and remarkable Gastric Brooding Frog: For eons, this species burped its froglets into Australia’s
wilderness after months of fasting while eggs and tadpoles developed safely in its stomach.

The list goes on: Tiny, jewel-like treefrogs from Central and South America; massive, throaty frogs from Africa and
Madagascar. Year after year, country after country, continent after continent—the names of extinct species of frogs and
toads pile higher and higher.
Over the past few decades, more than 120 species of frogs
leaped from the realm of the living into the abyss of extinction. And, they were not alone. Other, lesser known amphibians—salamanders and caecilians (rare and wonderful
worm-shaped creatures that we have just begun to know)—
showed similar declines and extinction rates.
2 | ALIVE

ian disappearances all around the world. And, still, no one
knows why.
The reports trigger as many questions as answers. No
smoking gun points to a single cause. No theory explains
why one population falls while its neighbors survive. Until
we solve these mysteries, we cannot stop the crises.

How Come?
Instead of hanging the crisis on a single killer, scientists are
finding legions of causes. Outright habitat destruction and
alteration tops the list of usual suspects—along with changing climates, rising pollution, over-hunting, over-collecting,
alien species and, more recently, emerging diseases.
Unfortunately, these ills cannot be addressed in isolation.
Every problem extends its effects to other species, too, especially as habitats decline. Coral reefs are in trouble, as are a
host of mussel, fish, bird and reptile species. The losses are
astounding and, yet, remain nearly invisible to most of the
human race.
While monitoring global wildlife populations between
1970 and 2000, the World Wildlife Fund watched the wild
populations of 200 species of freshwater vertebrates (including amphibians) drop by 50 percent or more. These freshwater losses only slightly outpaced the losses documented in
terrestrial and marine ecosystems. Identifying the losses, and
unraveling their interactions, will require hard work and
effective communications among all kinds of scientists from
all manner of disciplines.

What About Here?
At present, North America has escaped the worst of the
amphibian population declines, probably because our continent’s temperate climate has kept some diseases—both viral
and fungal—from raging out of control. But, if evolution
happens, an emerging virus or altered spore could adapt and
spark an epidemic that spews devastation across our homeland.
While being spared the worst of the devastation, North
America has not escaped the problem entirely. Many of our
amphibians are in trouble. Frogs, toads and salamanders are
dying in massive numbers: run over in traffic, poisoned by
pollutants, displaced by introduced species or tossed out of
habitats that people have altered beyond recognition. And,
each of these problems has the potential to spawn unintended
consequences that could race across and around the food
chain—maybe even to grab some people, too.
Fortunately, we still have time to protect most of North
America’s amphibians and time to help amphibians and other
animals living in other parts of the world.

So, What?
We have all heard this story before—the one about species in
decline and endangered this and endangered that. We already
know that habitats are declining and that most of the causes
trace back to human-induced causes. So why the big alert
over these recent amphibian loses? Aren’t these changes just
more of the same?

Well, not exactly.

Blue Poison Dart Frogs (Dentrobates azures)
COURTESY OF CLYDE PEELING’S REPTILAND

The worldwide clamor over amphibian losses comes with
some new twists and a louder alarm. For one thing, the
amphibian group is declining more rapidly than any other
vertebrate class has declined.
Besides, amphibians have been around longer than any of
the other terrestrial vertebrates have. Amphibians crawled
out on land 250 million years ago, well before the dinosaurs
came to light. The prowess to survive so many millennia
suggests that amphibian DNA must carry some remarkable
blueprints for adapting to change. Otherwise, the whole
class, or most of it, should have succumbed to one or more
of Earth’s more recent catastrophes. Besides, the group’s
extraordinary longevity also gave amphibians plenty of time
to work their way into some very specialized niches among
the world’s ecosystems.
The capacity to fill these specialized jobs means that
amphibians contribute heavily to many of nature’s key services. In these positions, amphibians spin just the right cogs to
keep nutrients and energy flowing back and forth between
water and land and inside both. Every time a key amphibian
species drops out of its place, nature loses momentum.
Creatures on both sides of the gap suffer and eventually
Spring 2008 | 3

some of them will disappear, too.
As the losses build, ecosystems sputter and grind nearly to
a halt. Nature needs intact, diverse communities to provide
her most valued commodities: clean air and water, enriched
and stabilized soils, properly cycling elements and a climate
conducive to life on Earth.
Losing so many amphibians is shouting an important
warning—a call to protect all of the natural resources that we
depend on for life. We need what she has to offer, this nature
of ours. If we fail to respect her, we may wake up on the
wrong side of the endangered species list.

Amphibians also warn us—as quickly as a
canary alerts a coal miner—when their habitats and
water resources are in decline.

What Good Do They Do?
In the greater scheme of things, we need amphibians a lot
more than they need us. Amphibians help protect our crops
and forests by eating—and consequently, controlling—many
insects and other invertebrates that we consider pests.
Generally speaking, when amphibian populations fall,
other species follow close behind. Recent polls confirm that
tendency: amphibian losses are steeper and more widespread
than other vertebrate classes are, but birds, mammals and
reptiles are in trouble. too.
Scientists cite another reason to care about amphibians:
their DNA holds secrets that can help the human race.
Amphibians metabolize an odd array of chemicals that likely
have the potential to help humanity. While laboratories can
Barking Treefrog (Hyla gratiosa)

J.D. WILLSON

duplicate the useful chemicals that future researchers find in
the amphibian arsenal, nothing will be uncovered if the
amphibians become extinct. There is wisdom in protecting
these species to give people time to explore the full bag of
tricks amphibians pack inside their genome. Their genes and
chemical brews may hold cures for cancers, HIV and other
deadly illnesses.

What is the Plan?
Concerned scientists are conducting research around the
world to identify and rectify the problems amphibians are
facing. A number of conservation organizations, including
many zoos and aquariums, have even decided to collaborate
on research and management programs that will help declining amphibian populations.
One such program is called The Year of the Frog. This initiative calls on zoos worldwide to study, exhibit and teach
about frogs in order to raise awareness about their population
declines and to raise money for their conservation.
The Year of the Frog is one of the products that grew out of
an Amphibian Conservation Summit that was held in 2005.
Scientists at that meeting, which was organized by The
World Conservation Union and Conservation International,
developed an Amphibian Conservation Action Plan. The Plan
spells out the field (in situ) programs and captive (ex situ)
research and management programs that are needed to help
stricken species.
As part of this Action Plan, the Summit called on aquariums and zoos from around the world to develop a network of
captive populations that can be bred, managed and safely
sequestered away from the problems affecting wild amphibian populations. The intent is to conserve these captive
groups in sufficient numbers to ensure that they can repopulate habitats if wild populations should become extinct.
This program, which wears the label “Amphibian Ark,”
coordinates the ex situ programs being implemented by biological institutions around the world. Ark members cooperate
and complement each other, working to save as many species
as possible. This coordination will help ensure that captive
populations remain large enough to re-establish wild communities once science uncovers ways to protect wild populations from the problems affecting their survival.

What is to Blame?
For many species, a fungal disease, called “Chytrid,”
poses the most lethal and prominent threat to amphibian survival. The fungus bores into amphibian skin
and makes it too hard for oxygen molecules to squeeze
their way inside. Because submerged amphibians
breathe through their skins, the fungus eventually suffocates its host.
While scientists identified this deadly fungus only
recently, in retrospect they see its deadly effects on
amphibian populations as long ago as the 1930s.
Around that time, the fungus seems to have spread
4 | ALIVE

around the world, its range map shadowing—in timing and
in space—the rise of medical laboratories that began importing African Clawed frogs to use for pregnancy tests.
Paradoxically, the fungus, which favors warm, humid conditions, is causing its greatest damage in cool and moist
amphibian habitats. While scientists puzzle over this strange
contradiction, they are also trying to understand all the factors affecting or affected by the epidemic. Is Chytrid the lone
cause for the deaths or is the fungus acting in concert with
other culprits? Do other factors weaken the frogs before—
or kill the frogs after—Chytrid strangles its victims?
Some scientists speculate that the fungus cannot kill until
some other environmental change weakens the local
amphibians and suppresses their immune systems. These
researchers hypothesize that the fungus has not really
spread to new places recently. Instead, it has just revealed
its presence after lying unnoticed for years, a benign player
in these historical amphibian habitats. Only recently has
Chytrid become a killer as a consequence of the failing
health and degradation of these habitats.

U

nfortunately, airplanes, global trade and tourism
have miniaturized the world. Healthy or sick,
aggressive or shy, all sorts of species pass from
their homeland into ours. Exotic pets and exotic meats
clamor for attention in markets that cater to
the rich and to America’s—and North
Carolina’s—growing immigrate
populations. Frogs and other
amphibians fill these markets in cages, possibly,
tainted with Chytrid fungus or worse.
Foreign entrepreneurs
breed Bullfrogs—a native
North Carolina species—to
export here as “exotic” food.
Sonora Desert Toad (Bufo retiformis)

J.D. WILLSON

These expatriates, like most wildlife destined for ovens, pass
through ports with little oversight. Each unexamined shipment has the potential to bring in a sick animal that escapes
and spreads its special contagion to our wildlife. If Chytridbearing frogs slip into the system, the fungus that coats their
skins will eventually work its way into our wetlands. Chytrid
is not the only threat. Unfettered imports bring the risk of
many diseases that can threaten our native animals.
As zoos and aquariums build their collaboratives, they plan
to use the Year of the Frog as a springboard for linking
amphibian collections to native amphibian populations.
These institutions are planning activities and programs that

Southern Leopard Frog (Rana sphenocephala)

J.D. WILLSON

focus on local ponds, streams and other wetlands. These programs will promote one of the main goals of The Year of the
Frog: to awaken audiences to the work and the wonder of
amphibians as well as to the threats these animals face.
As part of this goal, institutions participating in The Year of
the Frog will encourage their audiences to participate in real
and relevant conservation programs. These programs will be
fun and will actually help protect wild amphibians.
Meanwhile, zoos everywhere are opening more and
more amphibian exhibits to help the general public increase its understanding and appreciation
of frogs. Conservationists hope that the new
exhibits will spur more people to take up the
cause of amphibian conservation.
The Zoo has supported this initiative by
opening two frog exhibits in the R.J.
Reynolds Forest Aviary. Packed with colorful
Poison Dart and Golden Frogs, the exhibits
demonstrate how diverse, colorful, interesting and
surprising frogs can be.
The Zoo also maintains exhibits for several native
amphibians in its Cypress Swamp, Streamside and Sonora
Desert areas. In conjunction with these exhibits, the Zoo is
beginning to offer some conservation support to the larger
conservation community by setting up an amphibian breeding facility behind the scenes in the Streamside exhibit.
Although limited to a few, small aquaria, this nascent breeding facility provides a first threshold where the Zoo can lend
its support to national efforts to house and maintain large,
diverse, captive populations of selected species.

If you want to help, you can find many different
ways to contribute.
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Zoo staff will use this small beginning to research techniques to improve amphibian breeding successes in zoos. We
hope that this program will enable the staff to develop successful protocols for breeding different amphibian species.
We will use our breeding program to support and enlarge
amphibian collections being held in other facilities—zoos,
aquariums, botanical gardens—that are committed to studying and protecting declining amphibian populations.

Y

invest in the long-term health of the environment.
At another level, you can get some fun out of amphibian
conservation by making your yard, patio or neighborhood
comfortable for amphibians. A little clean water and some
green plants can sustain healthy choruses of treefrogs. Even
a small, shallow pond can harbor Chorus or Green Frogs and
toads—all delightful additions to a backyard.
For even more fun, you can visit the N.C. Zoo and other

North Carolina has already lost about 50 percent of its ancestral freshwater wetlands,
and each loss deprives all life—wild and human—of the benefits only wetlands can provide.

institutions that are participating in The Year
of the Frog and take part in the programs
they are offering to help frogs and other
amphibians. You can also lend your
financial support to groups working to
conserve frogs.
The N.C. Zoo and Zoo Society will be
doing their part to make frog conservation
fun and interesting. Just check out their
Web sites for upcoming events.

ou already took one of the
most important steps by
reading this article and
arming yourself with information
about the amphibian crises. Now,
you are ready to help us spread the
word about this problem to your
family, your friends and to people
you know at school or at work, in
your church or in civic or social
organizations.
You can help even more by throwing
your support behind projects that protect
freshwater wetlands throughout the state. Put
your votes and your voice behind leaders who
Panama Golden Frog (Atelopus zeteki)
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Cope’s Gray Treefrog (Hyla chrysoscelis)

PAMELA E. POTTER

Leapin’ Lizards!

DIANE VILLA

No, but more leaping frogs are in our future. The Zoo has
plans to build an off-exhibit Amphibian Conservation and
Research Center that will house four to six species of threatened Southeastern amphibians. These species will be maintained in sufficient numbers to keep their populations viable
for 30-50 years.
The facility will be biologically secured, to ensure that
Chytrid fungus and other biological threats remain outside its
doors. The public will have to be excluded to keep hidden
viruses, bacteria or fungi from slipping in unnoticed.
Some of the species we plan to help are amphibians that
occur only in North Carolina or that have small ranges that
overlap parts of our state.
As the breeding program evolves, the facility will provide a setting where Zoo staff can research the influence that various environmental factors have on
amphibian disease processes. The facility will also
house disease-free populations of the animals that will be
maintained to support wild populations when their home
environments are made safe for the amphibians’ return. A
mix of private, state and federal funding will support the
facility.
We invite all of the Zoo Society’s members to pick a way
to help amphibians—by learning about them or by joining a
wild team survey or visiting the Zoo to participate in some of

Other Notes of Interest

Surinam Toad (Pipa pipa)

COURTESY OF CHAD PEELING’S REPTILAND

its programs or by donating to organizations that are helping
this cause. Together, we can do amazing things. So hop right
into the 2008 Year of the Frog and be part of the good we will
accomplish with amphibians at the Zoo, throughout the state
and around the country.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES

All frogs—large and small—belong to the
same circle of life that sustains humanity. The similarity
of our needs ensures that improvements we make for
frogs will benefit us, too.

3 Green Treefrogs (Hyla cinerea) froglets (center)
River Frog (Rana heckscheri) tadpole (bottom)

The North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission manages a volunteer program that
monitors the health of the state’s frogs. The program trains volunteers to identify the calls of North
Carolina’s frogs and, by listening to their songs, to
help scientists track the distribution and relative
abundance of frogs and toads across the state.
Called “North Carolina Calling Amphibian Survey
Program,” this program uses protocols developed
by the United States Geological Survey as part of
its North American Amphibian Monitoring
Program. Volunteers who collect data for this program will help build a statewide data bank that will
alert wildlife biologists if and where amphibian
populations may be in decline.
The data collected in North Carolina will also be
pooled with data from other states to help establish regional and national trends with regard to
frog species distributions and populations.
Understanding these trends will keep scientists
abreast of the status and the health of local frog
and toad populations and will sound an alarm
when critical amphibian habitats need protection.
Citizens who care about frogs and toads and who
want to learn their calls can join this initiative and
can become part of the solution to the problem.
Readers can learn more about this project by visiting the North Carolina Partners in Amphibian and
Reptile Conservation Web site or e-mailing Jeff
Hall with the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission
at jeff.g.hall@earthlink.net for more details.
Another monitoring program in North Carolina
is directed toward helping a different kind of
amphibian, the remarkable Hellbender. The N.C.
Zoo is very active in the Hellbender work. Other
organizations—such as the Piedmont Land
Conservancy and the Nature Conservancy—
are doing their part, too, by protecting
habitats and amphibians in the wild.

J.D. WILLSON
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Moths: Butterflies of the Night
FIELD

M

oths are common invertebrates that join with butterflies (and skippers) to fill the Order known as
“Lepidoptera.” Grouping these animals in a single
Order makes visual sense—moths and butterflies (and skippers) look very much alike—and resorting them into smaller
groups makes sense, too. Each group has body forms and
behaviors that set its members apart from the others. Moths’
antennae, for example, usually bristle out like tiny feathers
while butterflies’ stick up like slender golf clubs. Moths grow
dense, powerful wings, but butterfly wings usually look light
and airy. Butterflies tend to come out for the Sun, moths for
the Moon and stars.
Of course, nature is never quite that orderly, so some
Lepidoptera species show features typical of both moths and
butterflies. Consequently, sorting the moths out from the butterflies can be as tricky as picking the toads out from the rest
of the frogs. Common names (e.g., “moth” or “toad”) usually
cling to superficial traits that may not correspond with the
more robust, but often less obvious, characteristics that scientists use to classify organisms.
Among Lepidoptera, the overlap between common and scientific names tends to shuffle the most primitive and the most
advanced species of Lepidoptera into the bin marked
“moths.” The left-over pile of in-between species generally
shakes out as butterflies.

Lepidoptera Life Cycles
Moths and butterflies travel around the same circle of life.
Males and females mate. Females lay eggs that hatch into
caterpillars—technically, “larvae”—that feed on plants. The
hungry caterpillars eventually put on enough girth to split
their skins. When it peels off, a new layer of loose skin
awaits below.
Eventually, the caterpillar stops eating, picks a spot and
settles down to form a pupa. The pupa is commonly called a
“chrysalis” when it encases a future butterfly and a “cocoon”
when it harbors a growing moth. In its pupa state, the dormant Lepidoptera secretes lots of digestive juices, which eat
up most of its cells. Then the pupa reves up the surviving
cells and grows some new ones to build a winged adult. (A
few groups of moths, especially the smaller, micoterigoides,
show slight variations on this common theme.)

Moths, What are They Good For?
Feeding frogs, for one thing. Pollinating plants, for another.
And, caterpillars sometimes prey on pests, too, eating aphids
and scales along with leaves. Silk worms, which give us silk
8
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threads, are moth caterpillars.
Agriculturalists view some moths as pests. Moths can
cause problems, especially where vast fields of a single crop
replace the complex and diverse fields and forests that
existed in the places where the moth species originally
evolved. Monoculture fields provide moths (and other
insects) with unnaturally superabundant and predictable food
resources. These extensive food supplies can trigger unnaturally abundant populations of moths. While field managers
consider these moths to be pests, these same people set the
stage for the mushrooming moth populations. In nature,
scarce and scattered food sources and natural predators keep
moth populations in balance with their surroundings.
One of the most notorious moths—the Gypsy Moth—
shows how easily people can upset nature’s balance. The
very common Gypsy Moth practices a boom or bust breeding
strategy that sometimes hatches enough caterpillars to consume nearly all the leaves in a forest. With a taste for many
types of trees but a particular love of oak and aspen, the
caterpillars sometimes kill 20 percent of the infested trees.
While quite destructive, the moth is not entirely to blame.
The species is not a North American native, and it did not
ask to come here. It evolved benignly and in balance with its
natural predators in Europe and Asia, where it achieved no
special notoriety. Gypsy Moths became a national problem
here only after a swarm of them escaped in Boston.
A French entomologist and entrepreneur imported the
invaders in 1869. He planned to raise them, feed them oak
leaves and harvest the silk threads that their caterpillars spun.
Instead, a shipping crate broke, the moths escaped and devastation followed. (Similar accidental introductions threaten
species everywhere—ranking second only to habitat destruction as the cause for extinctions worldwide.)

How Many Moths?
Moths account for about 90 percent of Lepidoptera’s 250,000
species. North America boasts about 105,000 species, but
new species appear every year, so the number keeps growing.
Most experts agree that a typical American neighborhood
harbors about 100 Lepidoptera species.
We do not know how many species live at the Zoo, but a
serendipitous event in the1990s gave us a hint. For about
three years, moths flocked to the wall behind the Sonora
Desert during the spring and the summer and, to a lesser
degree, in the fall. Keeper Jackie Peeler took on the task of
identifying the moths and counted at least 75 species.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR, AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES

Moth Families Found Fluttering at the Zoo
Hummingbird Clearwing

Sphinx (or Hawk Moths) Sphingidae Family
Hummingbird Clearwing (Hemaris thysbe)
These family members are relatively large with narrow wings, tapered
abdomens and, usually, robust bodies. Most species fly at dusk, but
others are either nocturnal or diurnal. Many Sphinx Moths resemble
hummingbirds. As they feed, they fly perpendicular to the ground and
hover beside flowers to sip nectar through extended, long proboscises.
Some species, as the Hummingbird Clearwing, have scaleless wings
that are transparent. The beautiful Luna Moth is another member of
this family. Adults: 1–7 inches

CabbageLooper

Noctuid Moths Family Noctuidae

Cabbage Looper Moth (Trichoplusia ni)
This is the largest family of moths. Some 2,900 members live in North America
alone. Some caterpillars in this group move like inchworms and are called
“Looper Moths.” Another group of these moths, the “Underwings” (genus
Catocala) resemble tree bark. They have black or gray front wings and colorful
hindwings that can be flashed to startle predators. Some of these moths are
considered forest pests, but other species benefit forests by eating insects.
Adults: 1/2–6 inches

Lappet Moths Lasiocampidae Family

Eastern
TentMoth

Eastern Tent Caterpillar Moth (Malacosoma americanum)
Lappet Moths contain the famous Tent Caterpillars, which hatch about the
same time that spring causes many trees to bud. Social by nature, tent caterpillars that hatch together usually stay together to spin a communal silken tent in
their home tree. Caterpillars from two or more egg masses may even form a
large colony. The caterpillars spend hot days and rainy
weather in their tent and leave it to feed when the
weather suits them. Although the groups can defoliate a
tree, it usually recovers by growing new leaves after the
caterpillars mature. Adults: 1–2 inches

Royal Moth Family Saturniidae (Silkworm Moths)
Cecropia Moth (Hyalophora cecropia)
North Carolina’s largest moths belong to this family. Males have
ornate antennae that they use to track the scent of females. Females
emit a perfume late at night. Males can detect the aroma from a mile
away. Cercopia caterpillars have fleshy skins with tubercles that
sprout clumps of bristles. Different species may be nocturnal, diurnal
or crepuscular. Adult: 5–6 inches

More information on North Carolina’s moths can be found in the small
book North Carolina Butterflies & Moths: An Introduction to Familiar
Species by James Kavanagh and Raymond Legung.

Royal
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Chart a new course for adventure in 2008
Tanzania Wildlife Safari
May 16-28
$4,995*
This trip traces through much of the same Tanzania that
captured the imaginations of Hemingway and Livingstone.
Passengers on this trip will gaze into the Great Rift Valley,
travel through Lake Manyara National Park and descend
through clouds to enter the mystical Ngorongoro Crater. The
itinerary also includes visits to Olduvai Gorge, the cradle of
humanity, and the Serengeti Plain, Africa’s most famous
landscape. On the Serengeti, elephants, zebras, giraffes,
rhinos, wildebeests, hippos, leopards, lions, cheetahs and
hyenas gather in the largest assemblage of wildlife seen
anywhere on Earth. Travelers will spend their nights in luxurious lodges and tented camps. Optional pre-extension trips
to Amboseli and Tsavo and post-extension trips to Zanzibar
are available.

Explore Manitoba

Migration Safari to Kenya
August 28-September 9
√$10,995
Only One Space Remains!
Join Zoo Director Dr. David Jones on this luxury safari, which
will visit some of Africa’s most remarkable landscapes and
landmarks. Travelers will tour Karen Blixen’s former home,
just outside of Nairobi, and gaze eye to eye with giraffes
living in a nearby nature center. Other events will include a
stroll among antelopes, zebras and waterbucks on Crescent
Island and a foray beside The Great Migration as throngs of
wildebeests and zebras filter into the Maasai Mara from the
Serengeti Plain. Trips to Lewa Downs and Lake Nakuru
National Park are scheduled, too. Travelers will stay in luxurious accommodations that range from cottages to tents
and a farmhouse that gained fame during World War II.

November 6-12
$4,595*
This adventure begins in Seattle when travelers depart for
Churchill, Manitoba, to search for its resident Lords of the
Arctic. A professional naturalists will guide our group as it
moves through an ecological sanctuary for Polar Bears and
43 other species of mammals along with 150 species of birds
and 500 species of plants. Snowy Owls, Eider Ducks,
Gyrfalcons, Arctic Foxes and Caribou will certainly make an
appearance during the trip. Travelers will also visit and
speak with local researchers to learn how they are working
to protect Polar Bears. Every night, expect the northern
lights to dance overhead.

Tell Us:
Where do you want to go?
If there are places you want to go
and animals you want to meet,
tell us where they are. We want to
use your ideas to build a bigger,
broader travel program in 2009.
Please send your ideas to Stephanie
Gee at sgee@nczoo.com.

For more information, e-mail sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.
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PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
|ALL
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.

Mother’s Day Adoption

Show Mom you love her by adopting an
animal that reminds you of her: a delicate
butterfly, a diligent Meerkat or a watchful
Elf Owl. Mother’s Day adoptions come
with an insulated, canvas lunch bag.

Father’s Day Adoption

Show Dad you love him by adopting an animal that
reminds you of him: a strong, steady Cougar, a distinguished Peregrine Falcon or a genial Gorilla. Father’s Day
adoptions come with a Society baseball cap.
Adoptions arrive with a personalized adoption certificate
and a fact sheet with a picture of the adopted animal.
Earnings from adoptions buy treats and toys
for the Zoo’s animals and fund training that
helps our keepers continue to take
great care of the animals.
Adoptions are $45.

ORDER FORM

9 This gift is for Mother’s Day (circle one)

•Butterfly •Meerkat •Elf Owl

Your personal message:

_________________________________________________

9 This gift is for Father’s Day (circle one)

•Cougar •Peregrin Falcon •Gorilla
Your personal message:

_________________________________________________
Mail to: 9 Recipient

9 Buyer

Mother’s Day gifts will be mailed May 5th and Father’s Day
gifts will be mailed June 6th unless otherwise noted here:

_________________________________________________

Recipient’s Name ___________________________________
Recipient’s Address _________________________________

City_________________________ State_____ Zip ________
Phone ____________________________________________
E-mail ____________________________________________

Buyer’s Name______________________________________
Buyer’s Address ____________________________________

City_________________________ State_____ Zip ________
Phone ____________________________________________
E-mail ____________________________________________
Please make checks payable to the N.C. Zoo Society
or charge to:

9 MasterCard

9 AMEX

9 Visa

9 Discover

Account # _________________________________________

Security Code_______________ Exp. Date ______________
Signature _________________________________________
Mail to: N.C. Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway,
Asheboro, NC 27205
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Growing Up

Morphed

T

he trip from tadpole to frog is
not nearly as strange as it first
appears. Metamorphic-like shifts
in body form and organ placement are
the hallmarks of fetal development at
every level of the animal kingdom.
Amphibians—and the other metamorphic species—make the process seem
particularly miraculous because these
species grow from embryo to adult in
public view. Large animals, particularly,
tend to keep these major developmental
transitions quite private, hiding the earliest and most dramatic changes under
the cover of wombs or eggshells.

Getting Started
Generally speaking, all vertebrate life
starts when a sperm muscles its way
into an egg. That union sets off an
explosion of cell divisions that cluster
the proliferating daughter cells into a
hollow ball that later flattens into a
tube. Eventually, the tube plumps and
curls into a mass that resembles a tadpole or fish larvae. During these early
stages, all nascent vertebrates look
quite similar, rather like tiny commas.
Their elongated, limbless bodies curve
gently over their tails.
As development continues, individual
organisms shuffle their cells to take on
their species’ features. Humans, for
example, grow arms and legs that end
in hands and feet. A human fetus

frog
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shakes off its tail—absorbing the outer
tissues —and tucking the coccyx or tail
bone inside and against the end of its
developing spine.
Among mammals and other higher
vertebrates, all this tissue forming and
organ making and moving takes place
out of sight and out of mind. Meanwhile, most other life forms undergo
similar changes in a more public forum
—where anyone who takes the time to
look can follow much of the action.
The list of metamorphic species that
live on land includes just one vertebrate
class, the amphibians, but encompasses
most invertebrates, both terrestrial and
aquatic. Metamorphic development
dominates among insects and mollusks
as well as anemones, starfish, sand dollars, sea squirts, all their relatives and
other organisms, too. (Even some plants
undergo similar processes, but plant
development will need to wait for
another time.) Generally, people fail to
notice all these metamorphs because
their transitions are too small, too
marine, too nocturnal, too fossorial or
too secretive to create much of a stir.
When people do notice, they label
these conspicuous (and relatively
abrupt) shifts in developing animals as
examples of “metamorphosis.” Metamorphosis comes about as cells multiply and join with other physiological
processes to cause an organism to grow

beetle
and develop new adult organs and
tissues.
Different families and species
undergo different types of metamorphic
processes but some commonalities connect them all—and all of them are
amazing. Below are just a few examples of the way metamorphosis reveals
itself among animals.

Insect Metamorphosis
Insects tackle metamorphosis in stages.
In one version, called “complete metamorphosis,” an embryo becomes a larva
that morphs to a pupa and than an
adult. Complete metamorphosis occurs
in four groups: flies; butterflies and
moths; bees, wasps and ants and beetles
In an alternate and older version of
called “incomplete metamorphosis,” an
embryo changes to a nymph, which
turns into an adult. Nymphs often
resemble their parents, with compound
eyes, grown-up legs and buds that will
become wings in the adults. Among
some species, nymphs look strikingly
different at each stage of development.
Among other species, the nymphs are
easy to mistake for the adults.
As insects progress toward adulthood,
their larvae assume forms that are strikingly different from the adults. Larvae
enter adulthood only after passing
through an inactive pupa stage. (This is
the stage when a caterpillar transforms

into a chrysalis.)
While dormant, the pupa fills much of
its body cavity with digestive juices that
eat up most of its tissues. Then the surviving cells turn to the task of forming
an adult. The cell death is called “histolysis” and the cell re-growth, “histogenesis.” When the cell re-growth is
complete, the adult emerges fully formed
and functional.

Amphibian Metamorphosis
Almost all frogs and salamanders
undergo metamorphosis to reach adulthood. During their larval stage, frogs are
commonly called “tadpoles,” while salamanders are usually called, “larvae.”
All the amphibians that undergo metamorphosis begin their journeys in water.
The young develop in wet places as large
as lakes or as small as cups formed by
Bromeliad leaves. Rain-filled ruts work
as well for some species as rivers and
streams do for others.
The most striking and visible change in
the journey from tadpole to frog occurs
when tails disappear and feet and legs
emerge. Salamanders seem to change
less because they keep their tails. But
other, less visible changes occur, too.
Amphibian larvae replace their gills
with lungs and with adult skin that is
modified to have the capacity to absorb
oxygen from water. In addition, some
species add glands to their adult skin.
These glands secrete substances that
keep the amphibians from dehydrating in
dry environments.
Morphing amphibians’ eyes change,
too, to adjust their focus to cope with the
refractory properties of air instead of
water. The members of some species
even grow a transparent third eyelid or
“nictitating membrane” to protect their
adult eyes underwater.
Metamorphosis also grows eardrums
for toads and frogs and reshapes their
mouths and other digestive parts to
switch from a vegetarian to a carnivorous
diet. At one point, the rearranging makes
eating impossible—so tadpoles satisfy
their nutritional needs by absorbing their
tails and living off the calories from
those tissues. This shift, along with the

addition of legs, changes tadpoles from
great swimmers to mediocre ones that
can hop or leap with nature’s best.
Salamander metamorphosis lacks
much of this drama. Most salamander
changes focus on internal glands because
most of salamander larva hatch with their
limbs in place. Salamander tails metamorph—but only slightly—by shedding
some tiny fins. Gills usually give way to
lungs, just as they do in the frogs.
Some salamanders with aquatic
lifestyles cheat as they progress through
their metamorphosis. These individuals
make the internal adjustments required to
become reproducing adults—but they
forego the physical modifications that
adapt them to a terrestrial lifestyle.
Salamanders that stay aquatic as adults
are called “neotenic salamanders.”
Sometimes entire species are neotenous.
Some species give their members the
choice to swing one way or the other,
depending on the local environment.
These species usually live at high altitudes or in arid environments where staying in water—if it is reliably
available—can make life easier to live.

Why Morph?
In most cases, metamorphosis enables
adults and their offspring to exploit very
different resources. This spilt provides a
clear benefit: adults do not compete with
their offspring. The young eat foods that
adults find unpalatable. The larvae live
where the adults rarely go.
These benefits come with costs, however, since metamorphosis takes energy
and time and involves adjustments that
render the changing animals more vulnerable to predation than at other times
of their lives. Most species make up for
the increased losses to predation by laying enough eggs to ensure two heirs and
many, many spares. This metamorphic
demand for stepped up egg and sperm
production may have helped engineer the
explosive radiation of species among
many of the insects and other animals
that follow this lifestyle. JOHN D. GROVES,

dragonfly

CURATOR OF AMPHIBIAN AND REPTILES
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ZOO happenings
Upcoming Zoo & Zoo Society Events for 2008
SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members
and their guests. For more information click on Events at
nczoo.com. Call 888-244-3736 to register.

ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and, unless otherwise
noted, are free with the price of admission. For additional information call 1.800.488.0444

MARCH

MARCH

29 Frog Walk – 6:30 – 8 p.m. Learn about local frogs and
walk in the Park to meet them. Members: $4 for adult or
child; guests $5 each.

ALL MONTH: African Art,
Dance, Music and Mystery
22

28-29 Zoo Snooze* – A sleepover for families. $100 for a
parent and a child. $30 for each additional person.
29 Wake Up With the Animals (see page 15)

APRIL
4

Grand Opening: Watani Grassland Reserve
It’s finally here! the new Elephant and Rhinoceros Exhibits,
art, programs and games.

12 Photo Safari – for adults; $40 per member, $50 per
non-member. Begins at 9 a.m.

M AY
7

Zoo Open Golf Tournament – supports The Barbara
Hobson Memorial Scholarship

Egg-xtravaganza –
Keepers will hide eggs and
other seasonal treats in
various animal habitats.
Come and watch the fun!

29 & 30 Save Our Snakes!
Come ssssee why snakes are
so sssspecial!

APRIL
ALL MONTH: ZooFling! The Zoo has
special events planned for every weekend:
beginning with the April 5 & 6 Watani
Grasslands Grand Opening.

Details on all of these programs and the events we have planned for the rest of the year are available on the Web at
www.nczoo.com/index_html. * Reservations are required. For Society Member programs, call 336-879-7250 to make a
reservation. We begin taking member reservations six weeks before an event.

Thank Yous...

go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society between August 30 – November 30, 2007.
Adobe Systems Inc
American Zoo & Aquarium
Association
anonymous
Asheboro Elastics Corporation
Timothy & Sheila Baird
Ed & Vivien Bauman
John W. Becton & Nancy B.
Tannenbaum
Mr. & Mrs. E. S. Bessette, Jr.
Broyhill Family Foundation, Inc.
Carolina Bank
Mrs. Martha W. Coleman
Connectivity
The Courier-Tribune
Dell Foundation
James P. & Joyce H. Dickerson
Dominion Foundation
Dr. David Dorman & Dr. Jan Dye
David & Laura Eastwood
Fanwood Foundation/West
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Brad & Stephanie Gee
Mrs. Jody Gilmore
Glen Raven, Inc.
Kent & Lynne Graham
William H. & Vonna K. Graves
Mrs. Rose Guthrie
Wayne & Lisa Hansen
Mr. W. Jack Holt
Mrs. Frances L. Huffman
Peter & Nicki Jackson
Mr. Thomas S. Kenan III
Mr. Herbert S. Kerr
Lisa Kirby & Margaret Moore
Dennis & Ella Layne
Ms. Susan Lindsay & Dr. Randy
Fulk
Mr. & Mrs. W. E. Love, Jr.
Art & Rhonda Lusk
The McMichael Family Foundation
Bob & Bonnie Meeker
Ms. Elizabeth Meyer

Microsoft Corporation
Mrs. James H. Millis
Emily Millis-Hiatt Foundation Fund
Tom & Sally Moore
NC Farm Bureau Federation Inc.
Nigerian Conservation Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Nuccitelli
Paul Thomas Tire
Jettie & Bill Payne
Mr. Kevin Phillips & Ms. Debbie
Patrick
Chuck & Diana Pickering
Robert & Melinda Pierce
Platinum Corral, LLC
Mr. Charles W. Rakow
The Estate of Richard C. Ramsey
Randolph Electric Membership
Corporation
Jim & Sally Rayburn
Joan Reid & John Montgomery
Rock-Ola Cafe

The Estate of Mr. & Mrs. James
M. Ross
Jesse & Jinny Shearin
Mr. & Mrs. Sherwood H. Smith,
Jr.
Sodexho
N.C. Dept. of Justice – Attorney
General’s Office
Robert & Ruth Stolting
Marjorie Surrett & Meri Nettell
Porter & Betty Thompson
Trophy Shop Gifts & Engraving
Joyce B. & Leonard Tufts
Uwharrie Capital Corporation
Henry & Joan Wheeler
Bonnie & Billy Whitehurst
Ms. Malia Young
Tom & Fran Young

RUSSling’s

A Site for Foresight
From the home page on the Zoo Society’s Web site
(www.nczoo.com), users can click on the Leave a
Legacy (Planned Giving) menu item to find some great
tools for planning a financial future.
There is a Build Your Gift section that provides a
step-by-step guide for planning charitable gifts. By
answering four questions and selecting from two to six
options, users can also learn what is required to build a
charitable remainder unitrust, how it would operate and
why it might be beneficial.
A Gift Calculator in the Planned Giving section can
be used to see the costs, the benefits and the tax deductions associated with gifts of different amounts from
individuals of different ages.
The site offers other interesting items too, including
some self quizzes on financial planning, downloads for
e-brochures that explain different gift types and a
glossary of terms that describes planned giving options.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Join us on Saturday, March 29, 2008 for Wake Up with
the Animals & a Member Preview of the new Watani
Grasslands Exhibit.
The fun begins at 8 a.m. in the Zoo’s Africa entrance.
The morning’s breakfast is sponsored by McDonald’s.
Guests will enjoy an exclusive preview of the new Watani
Grasslands Reserve, and, weather permitting, its new
elephant and rhino residents, sculptures, landscaping, etc.
An elephant training session held at the exhibit’s Ranger
Station will be included.
Wake Up is free to Society members. Members may also
purchase tickets to bring guests.

Passing the Buck

Just let us know by March 7 if you plan to attend and how
many people will be in your party. You can e-mail your
plans (kpowell@nczoo.com), call us 336-879-7250 or mail
us a completed reservation form.
••••••••

Wake Up! Registration • • • • • • • •

Future of Philanthropy

Member name ____________________________________________

At a recent board meeting, a young member commented on
differences he saw between his peers and their children. His
peers, it seemed, give little to charity and rarely volunteer.
Their children do both and with such vigor that he thinks
they will be called the “good citizen generation.”
His words reminded me of two budding philanthropists.
One, a young Madison Benfield, asked her birthday party
guests to bring presents for the Zoo’s animal enrichment
program rather than for her. Madison’s sister, Margaret, was
only slightly older when she gave the profits from her
lemonade stand to Project: Pachyderms—the Society campaign to expand the Zoo’s elephant and rhinoceros exhibits.
The Zoo Society has been blessed by many generous gifts
through the years, but these promising youngsters and their
cohorts tell us that the best is yet to come. Children who
value the comfort of animals more than the glitter of parties
or trinkets have values that will brighten our future—and
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
their’s.

City ____________________________ State ____ Zip ____________

Address __________________________________________________
E-mail address ____________________________________________
Number of members attending _____
Number of non-member guests attending ____
Adults (tickets $8 each)

____

x $8 =

_______

Children (12 and under, $4 each ) ____

x $4 =

_______

Seniors (62 and over, $6 each)

x $6 =

_______

____

Total number of people attending ____

Total Cost _______

Please make checks payable to: N.C. Zoo Society
Or charge to a credit card (please check one):
9 Visa

9 MasterCard

9 American Express

9 Discover

Account No. ______________________________________________
Expiration Date____________________ Security Code ____________
Signature ________________________________________________
Please print clearly and mail to: N.C. Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway,
Asheboro, NC 27205 or call us toll free at (888) 244-3736.
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Favorite song: Froggie Went A’Courtin’
Favorite game: Leap frog

Fairy princesses
Catching ants and other
insects; lush, tropical forests
Saving the environment,
fighting global warming, biodiversity
Making poison darts (LOL)
Traveling around and teaching people
about the amphibian crisis. See,
there’s this fungus, called Chytrid
(pronounced kit-rid) that’s going
around and it’s killing us. This Chytrid
epidemic—not to mention water pollution and disappearing habitats—has
wiped out so many amphibians, from
so many places, that we’re in a worldwide amphibian crisis. But my friends
and I are trying to let people know
how they can help us. If you’re interested, stop by the Forest Aviary and
find out more.
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Goldie

“Southern Belle–
Panama’s Golden Girl”
Status: Single (but looking)
Here for: Representing my friends back in Panama;
being an Aviary star
Homeplace: Panama, in Central America
Body type: Petite, slender and shiny as gold
Current address: Box 2; The R.J. Reyonlds Aviary
at the N.C. Zoo

Goldie’s
Nuggets
Goldie’s Nuggets
It’s all about me:
Let’s face it—I am a diva: the Panama Golden
Frog (Atelopus zeteki). People love me back in
Panama! I’m a national symbol, just like the Bald
Eagle here. People give pictures of me to everyone, because I’m supposed to bring good luck.
Favorite song: the soft “tep-tep-tepping”
from a handsome male
Favorite book: “Wind in the Willows”

Goldie’s Interests
Sunshine, warm days, lush tropical
forests, adoring admirers
Making and packing neurotoxins in
my skin: they help make it
wonderfully venomous!
Living green and clean; cool waterfalls and warm climates
I happen to be an environmental
indicator, a responsibility that I take
very seriously. It can, afterall, be a
matter of life or death. Here at the
Zoo, I hope to teach visitors about
the dangers of pollution, habitat
loss and global warming, and help
inspire them—and you!—to help
find ways to save my wild friends
and relatives. I also intend to stay
clear of the Chytrid fungus.

I love it when they wave—male Golden Frogs,
that is. They don’t just croak to catch my attention, they wave! And that’s a good thing. Golden
Toad guys like to hang out near waterfalls, where
the noise can drown out their calls. By the way,
I’m a toad as well as a frog—and proud of it.
In the wild, I can pack enough poison (zetekitoxin) to kill 1,000 or so little mice. The toxin
keeps their nerves from working; they can’t bite if
they can’t breathe! I am so toxic that I can flaunt
my bright colors and enjoy the sunshine—or
warm rainfall—right out in the open.
Creatures I’d like to meet:
Jeremiah—a good online friend of mine. But
Bullfrogs can carry Chytrid fungus, so we have to
keep our friendship virtual. Otherwise, it could
end my career as a worldwide representative.
Hellbender—an amphibian that knows how to
look tough and still stay out of sight. I hear they
sometimes visit the Zoo.
Music:
¡Salsa! I like the Golden Oldies, too, especially
“Panama” and “Jump!”
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World Wildlife Dignitary to Open the Watani Grasslands
Dr. Martin Tchamba, the World
Wildlife Fund official who helps lead
the Zoo’s elephant conservation program in Cameroon, Africa, will be the
featured speaker at grand opening ceremonies for the Watani Grasslands
Reserve. The opening will take place
on Friday, April 4, 2008.
Dr. Tchamba was chosen to unveil
this $8.5-million expansion of the
Zoo’s elephant and rhinoceros exhibits
because of his close ties to elephant
conservation in the wild. He is the
World Wildlife Fund’s Director of
Conservation for the Central Africa
Regional Program Office. He and
Chief Veterinarian Dr. Mike Loomis
are the primary architects and leaders
of an elephant conservation program,
now in its 10th year, that relies on
satellite technology to follow elephants
as they migrate in and around several
of Cameroon’s national parks. The program is credited with saving the lives
of dozens of people and elephants and
significantly reducing crop losses
around the parks. Dr. Tchamba will
join Zoo and Zoo Society officials,

State Legislators,
ern facilities for elephants
donors, media and
and rhinos.
other invited guests at
On the visitor side of the
11 a.m. to cut the ribrenovations, the Zoo
bon that will mark the
added a new walkway that
exhibits’ opening.
juts deeply into the border
The Zoo initiated
that separates the rhinocthis renovation project
eros and elephant habits.
in November, 2006.
Other improved visitor
The project built a
amenities include new
$2.5 million elephant
interpretive facilities, landholding barn, doubling
scaping, games and sculpthe elephants’ exhibit
tures.
space to 7 acres. The
The exhibit will open to
Dr. Martin Tchamba
project also relocated
the public on April 5, the
the Zoo’s Southern
day following the official
White Rhinos to a 30-acre African
ribbon cutting. Entertainment for both
Plains habitat.
the grand opening and the public
Named for a Swahili term meaning
unveiling events will include African
“fatherland,” the Watani Grasslands
music, dancers, drummers, storytellers
and crafts along with keeper talks and
positioned the Zoo to enlarge its rhino
education programs by Zoo staff.
collection from three to nine individuFor more information on the Watani
als and its elephant collection from
three to seven members. Contributions
Grasslands Reserve opening events,
to the Zoo Society raised more than
visit the Zoo Society Web site at
$7.2 million dollars for the project,
www.nczoo.com or the Zoo’s Web site
which gave the N.C. Zoo some of
at www.nczoo.org.
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BIG!

It’s gonna be big!

REALLY
Be here when it opens April 5th.
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